
seweasy™

watch a video of this sew easy online  
at FonsandPorter.com/CornerPop
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Corner Pop Units
Use Deb Tucker's Corner Pop™ tool to make perfectly 

filled corners with less waste than the traditional diagonal 
seams method.

CUT AWAY CORNERS

1. Cut your base shape to the exact size required for your project. 

For Pretty Posies, the base is a 5" square (Photo A).

2. Choose the size you wish to cut away from a corner. The 

lines on the Corner Pop tool are the finished size of the 

replacement triangle. Place the corresponding Cut Away 

Corner line on the corner you wish to cut away, aligning 

raw edges of base unit with lines on Corner Pop tool. 

Trim corner of base unit. For Pretty Posies, 2 of the Cut 

Away Corners are 1½" and 1 Cut Away Corner is ¾" 

(Photos B and C). 

REPLACEMENT CORNERS

1. Replacement triangles are cut slightly oversized. Cut a square that 

is 1¼" larger than the size you chose to cut away from base shape. 

Cut square in half diagonally to make 2 replacement triangles. 

For Pretty Posies, the squares used to make replacement triangles 

are cut 2¾" and 2" (Photo D).

2. With right sides facing, and raw edges aligned, center the 

replacement triangle on the trimmed corner of the base. Stitch 

using a ¼" seam allowance. Repeat for remaining Cut Away 

Corners using appropriate-size replacement triangle (Photo E).

3. Press seam allowances toward the base, toward the replacement 

triangle, or open (Photo F). 

4. Trim excess replacement triangle fabric to complete unit. Place 

the diagonal line on the Corner Trim Down section of the 

Corner Pop tool that corresponds to your Cut Away size on the 

sewn seam, and align the cutting edges of the tool with the raw 

edges of the base shape. For Pretty Posies, the lines used are 1½" 

and ¾" (Photos G and H).


